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Candela Project Overview
CANDELA is a 30 month research and
innovation action financed by the
European Commision under the H2020
Research and Innovation Programme
in the topic of European Earth
Observation.
The project aims at building a platform
who delivers building blocks and
services which enable users to quickly
use, manipulate, explore and process
Copernicus data. The main objective of
CANDELA is to bridge the gap between
big data technology and the Earth
Observation data user community.
While the objective is very ambitious,
the pragmatic approach that we
follow into building CANDELA makes
it reachable. With the right blend
between solid, operational existing

assets and innovative tools integration,
the platform should bring the right to
help existing Copernicus users make the
leap and endorse big data technology to
maximize the value creation.
In addition to the existing set of tools
that our consortium will set up in the
platform, CANDELA will enable users
to integrate already existing building
blocks into a homogeneous, powerful
and operational platform, opening
up the collaboration possibilities
to research new approaches and
offerings. This approach is highlighted
by the development of two reference
scenario that will not only contribute
as validation scenarios, but that
constitutes real commercial, operational
scenarios with existing customers.

Main Objectives
Deep Learning for Change Detection on time series
for optical and radar Earth observation data

Earth Observation data mining for classification
and change detection

Data fusion techniques to merge
preprocessed data that came from various
sources

Semantic search and indexation on the
output of the Earth observation library and
non-image dat
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Kick-off meeting
Candela Kick-Off Meeting
Toulouse, France.
Wednesday, May 23, 2018

In May took place the CANDELA
kick-off meeting in ATOS
headquarters (Toulouse). For
two days (23rd and 24th of
May) partners presented the
initial plan to be developed
during the project lifetime.

Second Consortium Meeting
Madrid, Spain.
Thursday, September 13, 2018

The second Consortium Meeting took
place in Madrid at ATOS premises. The
objective of this meeting was review
the status of the project
and present the work plan
for next months. During
two days (13th and 14th of
September) project partners
worked together to stablish
the plan to be developed
during the project lifetime.
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Reference Scenarios
We will design, implement and validate
EO data analytics algorithms that will be
applied at regional and national level to
use cases such as: urban expansion and
agriculture and abrupt natural disasters.
Additionally, the developed analytics

tools will be used to assess the damage
on vineyards caused by natural hazards.
CANDELA will also probe the value of
remote sensing data collection for the
monitoring of forest health conditions.

Urban Expansion and Agriculture
Land cover and land use changes
driven by climate changes and
population growth are crucial factors
that affect economy, agriculture and
decision-making strategies among
others.
This sub-use case aims at closely
studying urban expansion and the
resulting agricultural surfaces shrinking.
To achieve the latter objective, robust
and generic data analytics tools and
various remote sensing data sources are
used to detect changes of interest.

Sentinel-2 image 2016 (Sicoval France)

Sentinel-2 image in 2016 highlighting a cultivative
zone (Sicoval France)

Sentinel-2 image in 2018 (Sicoval France)
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Sentinel-2 image in 2016 highlighting a changed
zone from cultivative to urban (Sicoval France)

Change Detection in Vineyards
Wine-making is one of the largest
agricultural industries in many countries
over the world including France.
However, natural hazards such as
frost and hail cause large damages
in vineyards resulting in enormous
financial loss. This sub-use case aims at
using data analytics tools with remote
sensing data in order to quantify the
damages caused by natural hazards,
which is of great interest for winemaking syndicates, farmers and
insurance companies.

Sentinel-2 image of vineyards before frost

Sentinel-2 image of vineyards after frost

Damage level (Red is high damage)

Abrupt Natural Disasters
This use case was expressed by State
Forests in Poland after windfall
that happened in August 2017. The
disaster was a result of a bow echo
weather phenomenon that brought
winds blowing at 100 – 150 km/h and
sweeping off forest stands on its path
ranging from the Baltic Sea coast to the
region of Lower Silesia. It is estimated
that windfall covered almost 10 mln
cubic meters of trees fallen on the area
of almost 1,000 square kilometers. The
disaster affected whole ecosystems and
forest stands (rather than individual
types and/or species and/or habitats
of trees), including 22 natural reserves,
134 “Nature 2000” areas, 15 protected
bird habitats and breeding areas
covering, inter alia, the areas protected

under the Bird and Habitat Directive.
In the CANDELA project satellite images
will be used to train algorithms that
will quickly identify areas affected
by damage. This will allow foresters
to efficiently manage tree cut and
restoration of forest.

An example of damage caused by the wind
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Forest Health Monitoring
This use case was expressed by people
related to forest management and
nature protection. Knowledge of the
condition of forests and its monitoring
is important for many reasons. Forests
are one of the most relevant renewable
resources, both economically and
socially. They help to maintain the
balance in the natural environment,
while preserving biodiversity. Do not
overlook the impact that forests have
on limiting air pollution. Therefore
information about the state of health of
the forest and its ongoing monitoring
is so important. Knowledge about the
location of tree stands weakened or
attacked by diseases and insects, allows
for the application of appropriate
preventive measures.

An example of damage caused by bark
beetle. Tree is in state of defolation.

Why are satellite observations optimal
for forests monitoring?
Satellite images have long been used
to observe vegetation. In contrast to
photos taken from the plane, they allow
to register a large area of the terrain
in one scene. In addition, they have
the ability to observe not only in the
ranges of visible light that the human
eye receives. It also records information
from the Near-Infra-Red (VNIR) bands
and Short Wave Infra Red (SWIR)
bands. The chlorophyll contained in
the plants shines in the given ranges of
light, which is easily identifiable in the
image. Additionally, by comparing the
respective image values in the spectral
ranges with the pattern, it is possible to
recognize tree species and determine
their condition.
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Forest in Tatra mountains where are examples of
snags and broken trees.

Upcoming Events

Big Data from Space (BiDS’19)
Munich, Germany
19/Feb/2019
SIMA 2019
Paris, France
24/Feb/2019
OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium)
Technical Meetings
Singapore
24/Feb/2019
ESA Living Planet Symposium 2019
Milan, Italy
13/May/2019
OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium)
Leuven, Belgium
17/Jun/2019
IGARSS 2019, International Geoscience
and Remote Sensing Symposium
Yokohama, Japan
28/Jul/2019
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